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A CORDIAL WELCOME!

• The focus of this lecture is foundations, modern instruments, methods and 
scientific results of astro- and astroparticle physics

• This is a wide topic. And the audience is equally diverse. So instead of 
providing a complete basic curriculum, we chose to invite distinguished 
scientists to speak on highlight topics

• Universities represented here: Hamburg, Dortmund, Bochum, Wuppertal, 
Würzburg, Erlangen – Nürnberg

• Let us together make this endeavor a successful one!





SOME ORGANIZATIONAL POINTS

• Lectures Fridays, starting 14:15, via Zoom
• (45 – )60 minutes lecture + discussion afterwards
• Ring lecture of all lecturers
• Dortmund organizers of course available any time: D. Elsässer, T. Ruhe, W. Rhode
• Recording not allowed (sorry…)
• Will aim to put slides in the Indico
• 3 Credits (and grade): regular participation and a written exam (Covid-19 compatible 

modus, details to follow in due course) after finishing the lecture series
• Questions?



CURRENT GENERATION OF GROUND – BASED VHE 
GAMMA – RAY TELESCOPES
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EXTENDED AIR SHOWERS
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EXTENDED AIR SHOWERS

simulations. Nevertheless, Heitler!s EM model pre-
dicted accurately the most important features of
electromagnetic showers.

Heitler!s model (Fig. 1a) has e+, e!, and pho-
tons undergoing repeated two-body splittings,
either one-photon bremsstrahlung or e+e! pair
production. Every particle undergoes a splitting
after it travels a fixed distance related to the radi-
ation length. After n splittings there are 2n total
particles in the shower. Multiplication abruptly
ceases when the individual e± energies drop below
the critical energy nec, where average collisional en-
ergy losses begin to exceed radiative losses.

This simplified picture does not capture accu-
rately all details of EM showers. But two very
important features are well accounted for: the final
total number of electrons, positrons, and photons
Nmax is simply proportional to E" and the depth of
maximum shower development is logarithmically
proportional to E".

We approximate hadronic interactions similarly
[4]. For example, Fig. 1b shows a proton striking
an air molecule, and a number of pions emerging
from the collision. Neutral pions decay to photons
almost immediately, producing electromagnetic
subshowers. The p± travel some fixed distance
and interact, producing a new generation of pions.

The multiplication continues until individual
pion energies drop below a critical energy npc ,
where it begins to become more likely that a p±

will decay rather than interact. All p± are then as-

sumed to decay to muons which are observed at
the ground.

This first approximation assumes that interac-
tions are perfectly inelastic, with all the energy
going into production of new pions. We will study
the more realistic case which includes a leading
particle carrying away a significant portion of the
energy later (Section 4).

The important di!erence between a hadronic
cascade and a pure EM shower is that a third of
the energy is ‘‘lost’’ from new particle production
at each stage from p" decay. Thus the total energy
of the initiating particle is divided into two chan-
nels, hadronic and electromagnetic. The primary
energy is linearly proportional to a combination
of the numbers of EM particles and muons.

We examine the model in detail below. In par-
ticular, we will look at its predictions for measur-
able properties of extensive air showers,
attempting to assess which predictions are reliable
and which may not be. First, we review the specif-
ics of Heitler!s electromagnetic shower model and
then develop the hadronic analogue. In all that fol-
lows, the term ‘‘electron’’ does not distinguish be-
tween e+ and e!.

2. Electromagnetic showers

As seen in Fig. 1a, an electron radiates a single
photon after traveling one splitting length

(a) (b)!
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Fig. 1. Schematic views of (a) an electromagnetic cascade and (b) a hadronic shower. In the hadron shower, dashed lines indicate
neutral pions which do not re-interact, but quickly decay, yielding electromagnetic subshowers (not shown). Not all pion lines are
shown after the n = 2 level. Neither diagram is to scale.
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HIGH ALTITUDE WATER CHERENKOV OBSERVATORY

HAWC



HIGH ALTITUDE WATER CHERENKOV OBSERVATORY

source: the distance, then the corresponding name if this
distance is less than 0°.5. This reference to the nearest TeVCat
source is only indicative and not a claim of identi!cation. Each
source is brie"y discussed in Section 5.

Table 3 lists the differential photon "ux at 7 TeV (F7) and
the spectral index of the power law that !t the source identi!ed
in HAWC data best. For all sources, we report the "ux
estimated with the source model corresponding to the search in
which the source was found. For the sources for which an
additional source size hypothesis was de!ned, as detailed in
Section 3.6, the second "ux measurement is also reported.

The results of Table 3 are illustrated in Figure 9. For "uxes
F 3 107

14� q � !TeV!1 cm!2 s!1, all sources have previously
been detected using other instruments, but the fraction of newly
detected sources dominates the sample below this value. We
note here that, when taking into account the full extent of each
source, the Crab Nebula is only the third-brightest source in the

sky at 7 TeV. The brightest sources are 2HWC J1837!065 and
2HWC J1825!134.
In Figure 9, there is a region around F 0.87 � q

10 15� !TeV!1 cm!2 s!1and power-law index <!2.7, where
new catalog sources cluster. These sources do not have
signi!cant "ux beyond the PSF of HAWC, and therefore
should provide interesting targets for follow-up with IACTs.

4.3. Diffuse Galactic Emission

At GeV energies, diffuse emission resulting from the
interaction of cosmic rays with matter and photons is the
dominant component of the gamma-ray sky. This diffuse
emission has a steeper spectrum than Galactic gamma-ray
sources, and the TeV sky is source-dominated as a result. The
Milagro and H.E.S.S. experiments measured the TeV diffuse
emission in Abdo et al. (2008) and Abramowski et al. (2014).

Figure 3. Equatorial full-sky TS map, for a point source hypothesis with a spectral index of !2.7. Black graticule corresponds to the equatorial coordinate system, and
white lines indicate Galactic latitudes ±5°.

Figure 4. Regions around Markarian 421, Markarian 501, and the Crab Nebula: equatorial TS maps, for a point source hypothesis with a spectral index of !2.7. In
this !gure and the following, 2HWC sources are represented by white crosses and labels below them, whereas the sources listed in TeVCat are represented with black
circles and labels above them.
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HAWC



H.E.S.S.



DISCOVERY OF AIR SHOWER CHERENKOV EMISSION

CERN



Hadron Muon Gamma

Events seen by the FACT-Telescope



STEREOSCOPIC VIEW



H.E.S.S.



(AT LEAST) THREE FORMIDABLE ANALYSIS TASKS

• Gamma / Hadron Separation



J. Knapp



(AT LEAST) THREE FORMIDABLE ANALYSIS TASKS

• Gamma / hadron separation

• Directional reconstruction
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(AT LEAST) THREE FORMIDABLE ANALYSIS TASKS

• Gamma / hadron separation

• Directional reconstruction

• Unfolding the energy spectrum
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Figure 2: Spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula from 100MeV to !30 TeV obtained by Fermi-LAT and MAGIC, together with the fit results from other

!-ray experiments. The black arrow indicates the systematic uncertainty on the energy scale, whereas the shaded area indicates the systematic uncertainty on the

flux normalization and the photon index. The solid red line is the log-parabola fit to the MAGIC data alone (the same as in Fig.1).

3.2. Spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula
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Figure 3: Spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula obtained by Fermi-

LAT and MAGIC. The two lines indicate the results of the fits to the combina-

tion of Fermi-LAT and MAGIC spectral points, see text for details.

Figure 2 shows the spectral energy distribution (SED) for

the MAGIC data (same data set as used for Figure 1), and com-

pares it to the measurements by other IACTs (green, black and

brown lines) as well as to the Fermi-LAT results for the Crab

Nebula (magenta squares). In this work we used the latest

Fermi-LAT published results on the Crab Nebula, which in-

clude 33 months of data (Buehler et al. 2012). At low energies

(50–200GeV),MAGIC data overlaps with theFermi-LATmea-

surements, showing an agreement, within the statistical errors,

between the spectral points of the two instruments. At higher

energies (above 10 TeV), a disagreement betweenHEGRA (Aharonian et al.

2004) and H.E.S.S. (Aharonian et al. 2006) measurements has

been noted (green dash-triple-dotted and black dash-dotted lines,

respectively). This may be due to systematic uncertainties be-

tween the two instruments or may indicate a real spectral vari-

ability of the nebula. The relatively large systematic uncertainty

of theMAGICmeasurement and the lack of MAGIC data above

30TeV do not support either hypothesis. Since the newMAGIC

spectrum is statistically limited at these energies, we may im-

prove the result in the future by taking a significant amount of

6
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(AT LEAST) THREE FORMIDABLE ANALYSIS TASKS

• Gamma / hadron separation

• Directional reconstruction

• Unfolding the energy spectrum

• Heavily Monte Carlo simulation and analysis dependent experiments





WHIPPLE --> First detection of the Crab nebula in1989

CALTECH Hillas, 1998
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CL/DE



HEGRA (1987 - 2002)

HEGRA



VERITAS (ARIZONA)
USING DIRECT INPUT FROM: BENJAMIN ZITZER – MCGILL UNIVERSITY 

VERITAS



TYCHO’S SNR (SN1572)

• Age: 444 years, distance 2-5 kpc

• Explosion into clean environment - relatively symmetric

• Well-studied at nearly all wavelengths



TYCHO’S SNR (SN1572)
• Hadronic acceleration models: proton collisions producing neutral pions -> decay to gamma rays

• This is an important question for SNR as well as AGN observations: origin of the hadronic Cosmic Rays? 

• Detection of 10 TeV photons with no sign of cutoff 
• implication of protons accelerated to several hundred TeV



M82: A nearby star forming galaxy

N
SF



H.E.S.S. (NAMIBIA)
USING DIRECT INPUT FROM: MATHIEU DE NAUROIS – LLR – ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE – IN2P3/CNRS

H.E.S.S.



H.E.S.S.-I LEGACY SURVEY

• Major H.E.S.S. project

• Data collected 2004 – 2013

• 2673 h after quality selection

• l in [-110°, 70°]

• b in [-5°, 5°]

• Inhomogeneous exposure
(sources of particular interest)

• Maps to be released in FITS 
format H.E.S.S. Collaboration (A&A Special Issue)



Diffusion regime,
Continuous injection

Wind advection regime,
Continuous injection

H.E.S.S. data

THE GALACTIC CENTRE REGION – EVIDENCE FOR PEV – SCALE ACCELERATION

• Full dataset analyzed: 2004-2012 ← 220h obs. time (175h acc. corrected)

• Point like source > 100 σ, central source on top of extended (ridge) emission

• Diffuse emission up to > 50 TeV, attributed to protons accelerated around central  black hole and 
diffusing away (projected radial distribution matches)

• Parent proton population up to 1 PeV (2.9 PeV @ 68% CL)

• Central accelerator located within 10 pc and injecting CRs continuously for > 1 kyrs

HESS Collaboration, Nature 531 (2016)



GALACTIC CENTER WITH H.E.S.S.-II

• GC with the H.E.S.S. II array down to ~100 GeV 

• Detection of central source (40 σ), PWN G0.9+0.1, HESS J1745-303 + diffuse emission 

• Smooth continuation from spectrum seen in H.E.S.S. I  

• E-threshold not low-enough to fully describe Fermi-LAT - H.E.S.S. spectral break

• +50h obs. time coming soon (blinded for dark matter searches…) vs 58h so far…

Pr
eli
mi
na
ry!

H.E.S.S. collaboration, ICRC 2017



VELA PULSAR – H.E.S.S. II

One of only a few VHE pulsars detected as of yet

~16 000 γ (P2)
> 15 σ

H.E.S.S. Collaboration



ETA CAR WITH H.E.S.S. II – A NEW TEV BINARY
SYSTEM

• A colliding wind binary system now 
detected in very high energy gamma-rays

• Detected with H.E.S.S. II pre-periastron 
and around periastron (in total > 13 σ)
H.E.S.S. collaboration, ICRC 2017



THE LOCAL CR ELECTRON SPECTRUM

• Electron spectrum between 
0.25 TeV and 20 TeV:

• Break at ~1 TeV (change of diffusion 
regime?)

• Probing local PWNe and SNRs

• Break @ 1TeV recently confirmed by 
DAMPE satellite experiment

H.E.S.S. collaboration, ICRC 2017



MAGIC (LA PALMA / CANARIES)



URSA MAJOR II DM SEARCH



AGN: QSO B0218+357



FLARES AS POWERFUL PROBES INTO BH/JET 
MECHANISMS



TXS 0506+056 – HARBINGER OF THE NEUTRINO POINT 
SOURCE ERA

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 863 (2018) L10

Science 13 Jul 2018:
Vol. 361, Issue 6398



GRB 190114C

M
AGIC, Nature volum

e
575, pages455–458(2019)



FACT: A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL TECHNOLOGY & 
METHODS PIONEER

FACT Coll.



TAIGA - HiSCORE

TAIGA -HiSCORE



Cherenkov Telescope Ring (CTR)
• Strong physics motivation for expanded world – wide monitoring capability

• Concept idea to re-dedicate or build an all – longitude covering monitoring 
array of IACTs

• Can be achieved with realistic efforts now by building upon existing 
facilities & expertise from pioneering instruments (CTA, FACT, et al.)

• Additional motivation: technological and educational continuity for 
students into the CTA era





M. Nöthe


